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To get the best results, you need to surround yourself with the right people. That’s
why we launched CommSec Community. Whether you’re an experienced trader or
just starting out, CommSec Community connects you to like-minded investors to
discuss stocks, trading strategies, the market and everything in between.
It also gives you access to some of the best minds in the business, industry experts
such as Craig James, Tom Piotrowski and Juliana Roadley are on hand to discuss
important topics with community members.
With experience of this calibre at your fingertips, you’ll be able to hone your skills
and build your trading strategies with confidence. To show how other traders are
feeling about particular stocks, CommSec Community measures and displays
members sentiment towards all shares, this can help give you a broader view of
the market when making investment decisions. To ensure relevant information is as
easy to find as possible, each thread is tagged with the codes of all stocks being
discussed and the site is continually moderated by CommSec to ensure content is
as up-to-date and as useful as possible.
To save you time and effort, CommSec Community also lets you Buy and Sell directly
from the platform in just a few clicks. Being able to act quickly on decisions means
you can take advantage of an opportunity when it is presented. Getting involved is
easy too: simply register through the Community tab once logged in, then create
your unique nickname and you’ll be ready to go. CommSec Community is a valuable
trading resource that is growing by the day. It connects you to a wealth of trading
information, expertise and trends that can help you hone your skills and broaden
your investing power.

Keen to learn more? Keep exploring the main page
Ready to trade? Sign up and start trading today
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